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CLEMSON AND FURMAN MEET THURSDAY ON PRIZE SONG ANNOUNCED COLLEGE PRESS OF CUBS CLINCH TITLE
BY BEATING WOFFORD
MANLY FIELD FOR STATE TITLE CONTEST FOR GLEE CLUB CONTEST S, C. ENTERTAINE
Justus, Priester, and Mulherin
Wofford, Furman, P. C. and
Game Expected to Draw RecBY
PRESBYTERIANS
Star
CAMPAIGN FOR NEW Carolina to Compete Here
ord Crowd—Cadet Corps
December 9th
on Leave From WedPHYSICAL
EDUCATION
Interesting Program Given at
nesday.
Annual Convention—Col. J.
BUILDING UNDER WAY
Rion McKissick Addresses

The state glee club contest, in
which glee clubs of the University
GAME CALLED AT 2:30
of South Carolina, Presbyterian ColA movement is now underway lege, Furman University,
Wofford,
Body.
Clemson is ready to battle Fur- for the erection of an athletic and and Clemson College will compete,
man for the State Title Thursday. social building at Clemson.
The will be held in the Clemson chapel
The cadets corps has been granted
The club
building will be dedeicated as a on Friday night, Dec. 9.
The College Press Association of
leave .from the last scheduled class
memorial to all Clemson men who winning the contest will be awarded South Carolina, began on Wednesday
Wednesday until
Thursday
nigh;
fell during the World War. Financ- a ou'p which is given by the Rotary night at 8 o'clock with a meeting
and every Clemson student will be
ing of the building is already under- Club of Greenville. This cup has o<E the executive committee in the
at the game to cheer for Clemson.
been won twice by Furman, twice by library, this meeting being presided
Clemson, unwhipped in the State, way.
The building is to build at a Wofford, and once by Carolina. The over by A. W. Grafton, vice president
has prepared for the invasion of
club which wins it for the third of the association. The next meeting
Greenville, the scene of their sea- cost of $225,000. The general plan
time will be given the cup to keep. was held at 10 o'clock Thursday
son-ending scrap with the Purple for financing the memorial is to
A smaller cup will also be given morning when the convention was
'
secure
half
the
necessary
amount
Hurricane of Furman University.
the director of the club winning in formally called to order by the preClemson has hurdled the last bar- irom alumni, and to request the
the contest this year.
sident, L. W. Jackson. The delegates
brier of a great field of football State Assembly for appropriation of
Each club will sing three songs: were introduced, each one standing
the
other
half.
teas to fight it out with Furman
Alumni throughout the state and the .prize song, "The Broken Me- and telling his name and the publiThanksgiving Day for the championThe president
elsewhere
are being solicited in be- lody" by Sibelius, which each club cation represented.
ship of South
Carolina,
on the
will be required to sing, a choice then made >his welcoming address
threshold of which 'both teas now half of the building, the work hav- song which each club will select,
and was followed by Dr. B. L. Parkquietly
for three
stand. Practice at the Tigers' Lair ing gone on
and a college song or the Alma inson, president of the Presbyterian
months.
A
recent
report
showed
is beiny held behind closed gates
Mater, of the respective colleges. The college.
Dr. Parkinson then introthis week, and just what is taking that about $90,000 had been pledg- five clubs will sing together two
duced the speaker of the morning,
ed by graduates, leaving yet some1
place will remain a secret until
selections : "The prj.ver nf Thank- Col. J. Rion McKissick, dean of the
after the whistle which starts the thing like $25,000 to be procured living"
and
"The bells
of St. school of journalism of the Univerfrom them.
championship game has blown.
Mary's."
sity of South Carolina, who spoke
While no definite plans have been
Both these teams have enjoyed
The rules of the contest are sim- upon the subject, "Journalism as a
made
for
the
building,
pending
coma successful season within the State,
-le.
Each of the clubs will render Profession for College Men and Wowith the exception of the tie game pletion of the financing, generally, their own interpretation of the prizs
men."
with P. C. early in the season as a the structure will contain a large -ong. Then each in turn will sing
Prof. Henry T. Lilly of the Engslight blemish in the Tiger record. gymnasium, dressing rooms, swim- the remaining two songs by which
lish
department at Davidson college,
ming
pool,
training
quarters,
re;
Clemson at present is leading in the
will, with the prize song, they will and former professor at Presbyterian
dance ball,
and he Judged.
chase toward the State rag with creation rooms,
The cl~.-.\,? will he per- college, spolte during the afternoon
four games won, no losses, and the other similar quarters, 'meeting de- mitted a student director, but fasession, using as his subject, "The
previously mentioned tie.
The Ti- mands of the school along athletic, culty instructors are barred during
Modern Merlin."
recreational,
and
social
lines.
No
ger goal has been crossed by a State
the contest.
Mrs. B. L. Parkinson, wife of the
team onl ones.
Furman, standing definite site for the building has
The program presented by the, president of Presbyterian college, adsecond in the race with two win3 as yet, been selected.
contesting glee clubs every year is dressed the convention at the evenThe need of this building has very entertaining. Last year
and no losses or ties, meets the
the ing program, centering ber remarks
been
felt
for
a
long
time,
as
the
Bulldogs of the Citadel in Charlesperformance was given in Columbia, around the part a college newspaper
ton Saturday in their final game be- present gymnasium is very inade- the year before at Spartanburg. The
quate, and the quarters for social admission, which will be but fifty plays in connection with student acfore the Turkey Day fracas.
tivities.
In a charming, delightful
The
concidence
of
Georgia's ufnotions are limited.
cents, has been made comparatively manner, she gave her views on why
The
General
Assembly
for
1928
amassing the same number of points
small in order that as many as de- a newspaper or college journal
against Clemson than that te;am will be requested to appropriate sire may hear the program with but should exist on a college campus.
made against Furman will serve to sufficient money to match dollar for little expense.
This year the conFollowing Mrs. Parkinson's address
add more interest to the Thanksgiv- dollar, the amount raised by alumni test .promises to be
exceptionally
reaches good.
ing tilt between the two Palmetto provided the latter sum
All the clubs concerned will a' reception was given the delegates
one half the $225,000 mark.
rivals.
enter in this songster's keen compe- in the LeRoy Springs gymnasium Dy
An
appropriate
marker
or
shrine
tition
only after hours of practice the Y. M. C. A. and the Press asOn the basis of comparative showings in their games with GeoTgia. will be placed in the building as a and training which will render the sociation officers of Presbyterian colThis entertainment was planClemson has the advantage over tha memorial to the fallen Clemson men program interesting and entertain- lege.
ned and prepared for the young
ing throughout the evening.
Lavalmen. No southern team besides whom the hall is to eulogize.
ladies of the convention in their
Clemson has had three real scoringrespective' homes.
chances against the Bulldogs. Three
On Friday morning the association
punts were blocked by the Tigers,
went into its business session in the
the first time this has happened in
college chapel. The first pant was a
a Georgia game all year.
In the
report of the officers of the associablocking and recovering erne of tne
tion.
punts on the Bulldogs' 5-yard line,
"Will
R."
Clarke—LT
Since
Thomas
G.
Clemson
opened
The convention then voted upon
from whih .point the pikskin was
the best magazine and- best newsadvanced to the one foot line, the the college there has been many a "Rastus" Johnstone—C
paper for the past year. Among the
Tigers also came the closest of any noble battle staged on the local "Dickie" Brackett—RG
However the
associated "Slim" Rhodes—RT
magazines, of which there are 14
southern team to crossing the Geor- gridiron.
in the state, "The Winthrop Jourgia goal line.
Spectators came to press papers have never blazed forth "Slim" Lee—RE
nal" of Winthrop college was awardtheir feet when Eskew evaded both with the facts like those found in "Little Joe" Hunter—Q
ed first place, and "The Carolinian"
Nash and Shiver, celebrated Georgia Mike Clarkes diary in to-days issue "Major" Martin—LH
The "Pete" Wilson—RH
of the University of South Carolina,
ends, in receiving a punt and dash- of the Anderson Daily Mail.
"Crip" Dargan—FB
was awarded second place.
In the
ed through nearly the entire Geor- article ran something like this:
Officials: Referee—Dr. Sikes
"While chasing a beef steer that
newspaper class, "The Gamecock" of
gia tea for about forty yards, bein<^
Umpire—Rev. S. J. L. Crouch
the University of South Carolina was
stopped as he headed for a touch- had strayed away from any home on
Headlinesman—Preacher Hodges first, and "The Blue Stocking" was
down only by the safety man. This Sunday October 23, I ran into a
rather hectic sight that would have
Field Judge—-"Big Boy" Oberg
second.
was the prettiest run of the day in
dimmed the splendor of the OlymWaterboy—Bill Lippincott
A banquet was the closing event
view of that fact, and is one of the
Ohainmen—Arkansas Steve tand of the convention, and was presided
phic games as the twilight dims
first instances of evasion of both
the day.
There on the banks of Hogface.
over by L. W. Jackson, as toastShiver and Nash in receiving and
the Seneca during church hour, the
First Quarter
master. The speakers of the evening
returning a punt.
Clemson faculty had assembled ■;>
Dr. Sikes called the two captains, were Prof. M. W. Brown, who spoke
No discussion of the Georgia team determine the supremacy between
at length is needed here, for they the abstainers and the indulgers, Red Carpenter and Rastus Johnstone on "The Printed Word." He told of
have nationwide publicity
already namely tin Fats and the Leins, -a on the field to toss for the goal. the beginning of picture writing and
through their great victories. It is a classical game of football. Tho Red won the toss and elected to de- then sketching briefly the evolution
fend the south goal with a persim- of printing, and its power in eduno disgrace to be beaten by Georgia, line-up was something like this:
Dr. B. L. Parkinson
mon tree to his back.
Dave Henry cational fields.
for no Southern tea bas held them
PATS
kicks off to the Leans very easy in spoke on "Editors By (Selectivity."
under four touchdowns, and th»y
"Monk" Godfrey—LE
order that the ball might not be inThe toasrmaster then, in the cahave the best eleven in the United
"Mutt" Gee—LT
jured. Dickie Brackett dives c~i the pacity as such and president of the
states in view of the fact that thev
"Augustus" Shanklin—LG
ball to keep it from going ov^r the association for the year 1927, bade
trounced the ighty Yale who con- "Josh" Cody—-C
goal line and Capt. Harcombe piles the delegates adieu and the convenquered the Army and Princeton, "Big Ben" Goodale—RG
on top of him. Time out for Dickie tion was officially closed.
and are the only undefeated and "Doc" Feely—RT
Brackett. Leans ball on their 1 yd.
The 1927 meeting was sponsored
un-tied eleven in the country
"Prep" Bradley—RE
line.
A sweeping end run by Crip bq "The Blue Stocking" and "The
Clemson returned from the game "Sam" Earle—Q
Dargan nets the leans three inches, Collegian," weekly newspaper and
in Athens with only two bad in- "Capt". Harcombe—LH
Monk Godfrey making the tackle. magazines, officers were: L. W. Jackjuries. Gunnels, stalwart guard, re- "Red" Carpenter—RH
A pass, Pete Wilson to Hawkshaw son, president; A. W. Grafton, viceceived injuries to his side.
The "Dave" Henry—F. B.
Sams nets the Leans 12 yards and president; J. K. Roberts, correspondworst injury was to Pressley, the
LEANS
first down. On Bradley's objection, ing secretary; H. P. J. L'heurreux,
proverbial "tower of strength" in "Hawkshaw" Sams—LE
field judge Big Boy Oberg Rules that treasurer; and H. Blake, recording
(Continued on page 6)
"Willie" Klug.h—LG
- • (Continued on page 6)
secretary.

ATHLETIC MEMBERS FACULTY STAGE BIG
PRE-THANKSGIVING FOOTBALL GAME

While the line of the Tiger cubs
clawed ferociously at the defense of
Woffords frosh eleven, the Jungaleers backs cavorted up and down
Snyder field in spectacular fashion
Saturday, chalking
up five touchdowns to defeat the Terrier's 3 3-0.
Clemson cinched the freshman title
by the victory, spoiling
Woford's
chances for a tie.
Starting a powerful drive after
recovering the ball on
Wotford's
3 0-vard line as a result in the first
exchange of punts, the Cubs swept
the Terriers off their feet in an
irrestible march that carried Priester across the Wofford goal.
Excent for the second period when the
Terriers braced and held the Cubs
scoreless, the Clemson frosh swept
on almost at will.
Wcifford mad ft
four first downs, all by means of
passing to nine for Clemson.
Wofford's only threat came in the
second Quarter when a Wofford end
recovered a punt and With a clear
field ahead of him raced for what
semed an almost sure touchdown.
He was not fast enough though for
a fast young Tiger
bore him
to
earth with twenty yards still to go.
From the very start the Cubs
had the jump on the Terriers and
in the first few minutes of play
they scored two touchdowns on
tbaix nnxiTieptK.
Mixing a 'haffeling a'r attack with smashing line
plays the nupils of Jule Carson ran
almost at will over the Wofford
deifense.
The whole
Clemson
tackfield
played well while Mann and Solomon were the shining lights of the
l'ne.
Clemson
Woffonl
Flpming
LE
B. Gihson
Solomon
LT
L. Kins
Dyess
LG
McOolI
Rogers
C
Gleaton
Gibson
RG
Breeden
Siskron
RT
Oates
Mann
RE
P. King
Mulherin
QB
D. Gibson
Priester
LH
Mclntyre
Justus
RH
Way
Sowell
FB
Jackson
Clemson
12
0 14 7—33
Wofford
0 0 0 0— 0
Scoring:—touchdowns,
Priester,
Mann. Speth (sub for Justus) Sowell, Jurtus, points after touchdown,
Justus 2 (placement) Mulherin line
play.
Officials:—Osborne (Wofford) referee, Von Glahn, (N. C. State).
Umpire, Frost (Citadel)-, heal linesman.
-BEAT FURMAN-

SATIRE SECTION TAPS
OFFERS PRIZES FOR
BEST CARTOONS
All students that can draw or
think that they can draw will be
interested to know that the Satire
section of Taps will sponsor a contest for the best cartoons for the
annual.
Anyone
is eligible, the
only requireent is that all cartoons
be turned in to "Spec" Farar in
roo 339 before noon January the
Fifteenth.
Originality is desired in all cartoons.
To the person drawing the
best cartoon will be given a prize
of Five dollars.
The second best
cartoon will receive a prize of three
dollars and the third best two dollars.
The Taps staff will act as
judges in awarding the prizes.
Get busy artists and win some
money, also have the satisfaction at
seeing your own creations in print
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The decorations for this dance
will be of a very unusual nature,
-he Egyptian type of decoration beng shown. This type shows some
lrbitrary color from floor to ceiling,
urrounded by bordering lines of
reen, yellow, and blue, with the
otus capitals, freize, and architrave,
11 aglow with bright hues. Tom
Mitchell is chairman of the decora'HE ROARS FOR CLEMSON"
tion committee and has as his able
xssitants: "Dutch" Holland, Jimmie
Founded by the Class of 1907 and published weekly, during the college Callahan, "Loop" Luppo, J. D.
O'Quinn, Jerry Suber, "Billy" Kline,
•ssaiou, by the Corps of Cadets of Clemson College.
and "Ma" Stribling.
The reception committee composEntered as Second Class matter at the Post Office at Clemson College,
ed of "Johnny" Galloway, Earle
iouth Carolina.
Mays, "Hal" Mayer, "Jay" Adams,
'Stooly" Johnson, "Whit" Whitten,
jaaasisisKiaiiggig^^
'Ed "Joe" McLeskey, has not begun
to .place girls yet but will do so
EDITORIAL STAFF
within the next few days.
All Juniors are again notified that
A. C. LINK
Editor-in-Chief
J. J. McLESKY
Associate Editor
'hey cannot attend this dance unless
.hey are members of the Dancing
D. B. SHERMAN
Associale Editor
Tuib. Come by room 605 or 615
M. M. CAMPELL
Athletic Editor
ind pay your dues.
T. J, MITCHELL
Asso. Athletic Editor
n
BFAT FURMAN
m
E. E. HIGG1NS
Asso. Athletic Editor
a
W. N. KLINE
Asso. Athletic Editor
FOOTBALL SCHEDULE TO
a
L. M. HEARD
Exchange Editor
BE ANNOUNCED SOON
J. W. GRAY
Feature Editor
It
won't be long now before the
W. E. MAYS
Society Editor
Ackers of Clemson will see who the
H. HELLER
Club News Editor
Tigers of the Hills are tackling next
H. L. SHANDS,
Y. M. C. A. Editor
ear.
Coach Gee is now working
|
J. N. HELLER
Joke Editor
out a schedule which so far promises
E. P. JORDAN
Asso. Joke Editor
TO be what all Clemson supporters
T. P. TOWNSEND
Asso. Joke Editor
have
long been wanting to see. As
R. C. HARRINGTON
Chairman Reporters Club
.he schedule looks now Clemson will
a
prolbably play eleven
or
twelve
STAFF REPORTERS
Tames. The dates for the game have
J. C. GALLOWAY, P. B. LEVERETT, R. L. SWEENEY,
not as yet been set, but there will
|
H. A. SMITH, F. LACHICOTTE.
!" nost likely be games with Carolina
-t the State Fair, the Citadel, and
BUSINESS STAFF
Furman in Greenville Thanksgiving
R. O. PICKENS, BUSINESS MANAGER, W. H. REDlesides these games and the other
FERN, Asso. Business Manager.
--tate games Clemson expects to have
iix conference games on her scheCIRCULATION STAFF
dule.
T. F. COOLEY
Circulation Manager
R. L. McGEE
Asso. Oir. Manager
J. B. VALLEY
Asso. Cir. Manager

1
5

a
PATRONIZE—

THE PALACE GAFE
N. Main Street

Anderson, S. C.

Headquarters of taste for Clemson Men
s
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See "Judge" Kelle'r
for Shoes
Florsheim, $9.00; Walk-Over $7.50; Herman,s $5.00

T

One pair Wool Hose FREE with each pair.
25% Reduction on Clemson Pennants, Pillow Tops
and Memory Books

New shipment of Hats, Caps, Shirts, Ties and
many other articles you will need.
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T
T

TAKE A LOOK AT OUR OVERCOATS
$25.00 AND $30.00

Y
Y
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EDITORIAL
Little is done in the colleges today to repay the men who spend
to much of their spare time in getting out the college ipapers and
magazines. The readers of these papers read them and then throw them
in the trash basket and that is the
end
Little do they realize that it
takes time and plenty of hard work
to gather all the material necessary
to 'make a college publication successful, and it takes more time to
write this material up and present
it to the public in an attractive
manner. Some of the men on the
staffs must spend practically all
their spare time in composing and
proof reading before the paper can
go to press. When one has spent
the whole afternoon in this way for
the entertainment of his fellow students he must, when the rest have
retired and forgotten their troubles,
turn his attentions to studies, for
even tho he is editor of the college
paper he must pass in his work if
he is to receive a diploma.
There should be some
method
worked out by which those members
of the various staffs could be given
credit for their work. They should
be given credit on some part of the
English work or given special credit
in journalism. If the student spent
the same amount of time in some
class work he would receive college
credits in proportion to the time
spent in the class room, but the same
amount of time spent in the writing
of articles for the college publications brings, for the most part, only
criticism from the reading public.
With only this in view what incentive is there for a man to spend so
much of his time doing something
for which he receives no praise or
credit?
-BrAT FURMAN-

SPECIAL COMMITTEE FOR
LAND-GRANT COLLEGES
BEAT FURMAN

Washington, D. C.—Formation of
a Special Advisory Cammitte composed of nine members on the Survey of Land-Grant Colleges of the
United States, one o.f the largest
of its character ever undertaken in
the country's history, has been announced by the Department of the
Interior. The Secretary o.f the Interior will be
chairman of this
commiftee, and other members will
include the Secretary of Aer'cu'tnre
and .prominent, educators throughout,
the country.,
There are 69 land-grant colleges,
each state and territory maintaining one for white students and 17
' states operating colleges for colored
students. The , number of- students.
■ enrolled in them last year amounted
to approximately 327,0,00 of which
-314,000 we're ..white,
and 13,000.:
'colored . students, a,nd their staffs
contp-rJsed"*'*S ',#$ S' pro fessors an d iri-

structors. All of the institutions
are state-supported and their total
income in 1925-26 was $129,200,
000, the Federal Government contributing $4,134,000.
The survey
of these colleges was authorized by
the last session of Congress and is
being conducted by the Bureau of
Education of the Interior Department. The survey has for its purpose a national study of the ac
complisbments, the status and future objectives of the
land-grant
type of education.
BEAT FURMAN

CLEMSON BOY WINS HONOR
EVerett Hunter, young
son of
Professor and Mrs. J. H. Hunter,
has been notified that he has been
selected for membership to The
League of Curtis Salesmen, an honor
organization
maintained by
the
Curtis Publishing Co., for boys who
sell its publications. Admittance to
this league depends upon regular
school attendance and upon efficient service to customers.
For some time Everett has been
handling The Saturday Evening Post,
which is one of the leading publications of the Curtis Publishing Co.,
Because of his success as a salesman,
and because he is regular in school
attendance he has been awarded the
honor of membership to this organization.
Although the position affords little in the way of actual
remuneration, it is invaluable in tilt,
training it gives to school boys.
They learn to earn their spending
money, and perhaps begin to learn
the value of money itself. And the
experience teaches them that the
man who succeeds is he who is
reliable and can be depended on to
carry out his duty.
So when Professor "Little Joe"
Hunter's boy is seen standing on
the gang plank, which leads to tho
barracks, with 'his bundle of magazines under his arm, it means that
already he is learning to do something worthwhile with his spare
time and that his employers have
already recognized his ability.
BEAT FURMAN

SOUTHERN GOLLESiANS
TO FLAY FOR JUNIOR
HOP, DECEMBER 2
On Friday evening, December 2nd.
the Junior Dancing Club will hold
its first annual Hop.
All of the
officers of this "club and all of t'.ip
men on the . committe3S haye started work. The plans for the dance
are fast taking definite shape, and
the dance promises to 'be a marvelous success.

Today telephone cables
cross country
that Daniel
Boonekneiv.

To the Daniel Boone
in every man!...
It is still the day of the trail blazer. In
the telephone industry pioneers are cutting
new paths in the knowledge of their art.
This industry is continually on the
threshold of new ideas, with each devek
opment opening up a vista for its explorers
to track down.
Their activity will be as engineers in
laboratory research and plant operation,

but also in supervisory and executive positions—planning the course of activity for
groups of men and carrying the burdens
of administration.
The responsibility and opportunity of
management take on an increasing importance in an industry such as this, where
forward-looking leadership must point the
way to ever better public service.

' n

BELL SYSTEM
«A nation-wide system 0/18,000,000 inter-connecting telephones

1
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TIGER TEA SHOPPE
— IN

I

ristmas and The Girl
of Your Dreams

ir

—

Sloan's Arcade

T
-T

HOME-MADE CHOCOLATE CAKE AND
LEMON PIES
She was only a baggageman's
daughter, but she knew all the grips.

|

tXf
tX

Are you wondering just what to give HER?.
You'll find our Personal Shoppers Bureau especially
convenient and capable of offering lovely gift suggestions— and the gifts are most suitable. Your
Christmas shopping problems will be solved immediately if you take advantage of this special service.
The lady in charge of the shopping Bureau, is ready
to help you select gifts that will please, or she will
do your shopping alone—Just address Anna Dale
in our care or 'phone 111.

BEAT FURMAN

Prof. Carpenter: "Brogdon, name
Lon Chaney in his greatest
Red Carpenter—"Which travels
a great time-saver."
faster, heat or cold?"
picture
"Mr.
Wu"—Tuesday,
Brogdon: "Falling in love, with
Sleepy Heller—"Heat, I think, beNov. 29.
a; Wint'hrop Girl at first sight.'-' .
cause you can catch cold."
BEAT FURMAN

Tom Blackwell, in a judging class,
was ipatting a cow to determine her
gentleness. Prof. iStorkey requested
that no "petting iparties" be held in
his class.
BEAT FURMAN

"Pharoah" Haters has received
the position of adverbisimg 2 Whippet automobiles
in Atlanta
this
summer to come. Other candidates
for this position were Smith, Higgins, Hardee, and Jackson.
BEAT FURMAN

Raw, Raw Davis wants to know
what an "evolution .baby" is.
3EAT FURMAN-

Dear Miss "X",
The editor wishes to explain that
the hierglyphics to which you sefer
to in my recent letter probably comprise my signature.
-BEAT FURMAN-

Pressley: "'S'tumiipy,' if you were
fondemed to • die what kind of a
death would you choose."
"Stumpy": "Old age."
BEAT FURMAN

Hand painted knees are the latest
fad.
Sorta brightens up the old
joints don't you know.
BEAT FURMAN

"Dear me," said George Klugh,
"tomorrow's Walt Dargan's birthday and I don't know what to give
him. He doesn't curse—he doesn't
drink—he doesn't play cards—
"Well in that case I'd give him a
kimono," said Rat Page.
!
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MEYERS-ARNOLD COMPANY- INC.

■7

Greenville's Greatest, South Carolina's Grandest
Department Store

GREENVILLE, S. C.

Y
Y
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BEAT FURMAN

Fatso Hall says trying to love a
cold woman is like scratching something, that doesn't itch.
•

f

William C. Roland

tYX J. O. JONES
t7

Y
Y

Uniformer of Clemson College Cadets
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GREENVILLE, S. C.
NEW COLLEGE MODELS IN SUITS AND
OVERCOATS NOW READY
Hats, Shoes and Furnishings

Ain't It a Grand and ulorious Feelin'?

By BRIGGi

WHEN YOUR BHST .ye/^o WANJTS
You Tc> MEET HIS FOLKS y AND
INVATES You To THEIR Hoo-se
FoR. THAMK.SGIV/II-JG DINNER.

* AMU AFTER. t)ESSeRT You
LON/6 To S^oKS A CiGARSTTe
BUT ARS AFRA'O OF SHOCKIMG
H(-S RGLATIvc^ ,

AN;1 YOVU WADS THRoUSH
TUP?K£V CRANBERRY 3AUCE,

MINCE

Pie

ANJD

PLUr^v PUDDMVKS

BEAT FURMAN

Son: "Dad, what do they mean
when they say 'college-bred'?"
Father: "A four-year loaf."
BEAT FURMAN

BEAT FURMAN

AMD -HIS PftRENTS EXPRESS
~THAMKS FOR "THEIR. \AJ£ALrrH

-AMD THeM HIS GRANDMOTHER
ADMITS THAT HtR CHi£F BLESSING
COMES (M THE FORfv^ OF OLD GOLD S
I'M

OH-H- BOY

*

THANKFUL THAT

, I'M BROAD MINflcD
ElOOUcSfl 161 iSMOM'ETiHEM
/WHAT A RELIEF FOR. MY
HROAT- MOT

BEAT FURMAN

Dad: "And now, 'my dear girl,
when" you finish college what are
you going to do?"
' Daughter: "I'm going to work
with you. Dad."
Dad: "But, my goodness, I have
retired."
"Daughter: "Exactly, pop."
J '

Judge
Guilty or
."Stewed
you shree

BEAT FURMAN

(to soused collegiate):
not guilty?
Stude: "Aw, shay, I gif
guesses.
BEAT FURMAN

Absent-minded
Prof.
(coming
home late and hearing a fuss under
his bed): "Who's that under th#
bed?"
Voice from under bed: "No one."
Prof: "Funny, I could have sworn
I heard a noise."
-BEAT FURMAN-

Cop: "Ha!
I caught you redhanded stealing an auto!"
Thief: "Well,
gosh, it's been
standing in front of this graveyard
all day an' I thought the owner was
dead."
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BEAT FURMAN

"Mama," beerged Betty, "do sing
that automobile song again, please."
"Automobile song?" her mother
asked; "I don't know any automobile song."
"Oji, yes you do," the child replied. "We sing it at Sunday School.
You know it—that one about going
home in high."
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KADETS B WARE
Down on Clint Taylor's farm a
sign reads as follows:
Trespasers will be 'persecuted to
the full extent of 2 mean mongrel
dogs, which ain't never bene ovarly
soshibil with unnyforms, an I dubble
barrell shotgun, which ain't loaded
with no sofynpillars.
Dam,
if I
ain't tired of this Hel raisin on my
proputy.

Nurse: "Why, Willie, you selfish
little i.boy!
Why don't you give
your sister a piece of your apple?"
Willie: "I gave her
the seeds.
She can plant 'em and have a whole
orchatd."

T

X

BEAT FURMAN

"I'm going to Hawii"
"When?"
"When the hula-grass crop fails".

Y
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Presentation Sabres, Belts, Flags and All
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OLD GOLD
The Smoother and Better Cigarette

not a cough in a carload
G 1927, P. Lorillard Co., Est. 1760
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YEW BOOKS IN THE LIBRARY
. ,Th.e. Senior ..Dancing Cluti was-organized Monday with W. C. Dargan
of Darlington as President, J. C.
Marchbianks of Anderson Vice-president,; and D. S. Cuttino Oft Newman;
Ga., Secretary and Treasurer. The
Club plans to give a dance soon
after the Christmas holidays.
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Vesper Service was conducted by
the. Rev. Mr. Maxcy Collins of Greenville, S.' C. Mr. Collins had visited
Olemison College 'before while he
was 'attending Furman University.
The text for his talk may be found
; in Corinthians 2:5; "We are ambassadors therefore on behalf of
Christ." It is a common practice
for the American to exaggerate. Before the Dempsey-Tunney • fight, it
wps advertised as "the world's
greatest."
The battles of Concord,
Valley
Forge,
and
Yorktown
are regarded as some of the
greatest battles ever fought on
American soil.
The war between
the states and the World War are
said to be great wars. But yet, none
of these battles or wars are the
greatest. The foattle between Satan
and. God is by all means the greatest battle that has ever been staged
or ever will be staged.
The Chinese have become accustomed to living under conditions of
starvation; the Indians have become
accustomed to living under uncleanly conditions; and we, as Americans,
are accustomed to living under sinful conditions.
In
this terrific
battle between Satan and Christ,
which is continually about each of
us every day, none can belong to
both armies; and yet each of us
has to belong to one of the armies
as there is absolutely no middle
ground.
War and its destruction is horrible, indeed; but a sin-wrecked soul
is a great deal more horrible in
every resipect. When one sins, he
yields influences that (hurts others.
The Devil makes all sorts of promises to get a person to sin, but h«
has never kept one.
These are some of the thoughts
that Mr. Collins left with his listeners. This is one wrth which he
closed;
In this
continuous
struggle between Christ and Satan,
unmeasured opportunity is before
yon, do you consider Christ worthy
to be your Captain, Commander;
and Leader?
BEAT FURMAN——

The Rat Y. M. C. A. Council enjoyed a week-end trip to -Camp
Adger. The purpose of the trip was
to study the standard of the Y. M.
C. A., and to secure the seclusion
»f the mountain quiet to worship.
It was indeed <a privilege for the
Council to be able to use the Camp
as a meeting place.
The meeting was not confined to
religious worship alone, but everything that was undertaken had tha
feeling of God's presence.
Afte.each meal a short religious program

Our All-State Selection

First Team
The Whole Team.Ail Clemson
SECOND TEAM

in

was held and a discussion on some
phase of Y. M. C. A. work.
Saturday afternoon
the
group
went up to Mt. Pinnacle, the highest
peak in South Carolina.
It may 'also be stated that although the cooking was done by
five of the boys, the eating was done
by all. Everyone enjoyed the trip
and have returned witn a broader
mind and a better knowledge of the
Y. M- C. A. and the principles of
this organization.
BEAT FURMAN

The Clemson B. Y. P. U. sent delegates to the Piedmont Sectional
B. .Y. P. U. Convention held at Holston Creek Church, Inman, S. C. A
large audience of delegates
were
present representing the officers and
friends of the piedmont section of
South Carolina. Good reports were
made from each Union for the past
years work.
Eighty Unions were represented
with about 300 being present.
BEAT FURMAN

James Montgomery Flagg, dean of
American illustrators, has consented
to criticize and miake 'personal com
raents to artists who submit draw
ings of exceptional merit to Clemson Agri. publications and College
Humor in their ?2,000 art contest
For more than 37 years Flagg'3
illustrations have appeared in the
leading magazines in America. His
comments and criticisms, impossible
to fee obtained in any other way,
should be invaluable to the fortunate artists.
Undergraduate artists may submit
as many drawings as desired—on
any subject—iin black and
white,
before January 15th.
Two other
famous artists,
Arthur
William
Brown and Gaar Williams, will de
cide with Flagg on the
winning
eightv-one drawings.
Three original drawings by these
three artists will he presented to
the c >mic magazines or publications
on whose staffs the grand prize wi i
ners ire regular contributors.
BEAT FURMAN

PICTURE SCHEDULE
Thursday Nov. 24—Jetta Goudal
'n "Fighting Love."
Friday Nov. 25 Esther Ralston in
'The Spotlight"
Free "Lure of the Night Club."
Saturday Nov. 26 "Sunset Derby"
Sunday Vespers by group from
Lander.
Monday. Nov. 28—"Tell tt to
Sweeney."
Tuesday Nov. 29—Lon
Chaney
and Rehee Adoree in "Mr. Wu."
Wednesday Nov. 30—"Easy Pick'ngs."

THE TIGER'S LAIR
Cigars, Cigarettes,
Drinks, Candies, Papers,

and Magazines
College
Mouledoua
Clemson
Robinson
Ditto
Perry
Furman
ANDERSON, S. C.
Pressley
Clemson
Oarson
Furman
CLEMSON MAN APPOINTED TO
Lever
Wofford
RESPONSIBLE POSITION
Asbill
Clemson
T. F. Barton, '06, who since 1917
Blount
Furman has been a member of the Central
M'cOarley
Clemson Station Engineering Department of
the General Electric Company, has
(Try to Beat it "Scoop")
recently been appointed engineer of
the Company's New York District.
Tiger Dry Cleaning Plant Mr. Barton, who was born in
Orangeburg, South Carolina, Is a
graduate of Clemson' College, havClint (The Cadet's) Taylor
ng received the degree of Bachelor
"IC" JONES, Representative of Science in Electrical Engineering
n 1906. In July of the same year
he entered the Testing Department
117 Terrace
of the General Electric Company, as
a student engineer, where he remained 'until 1909 when he joined the
Sister Smith wants to know If Dire t-Current Engineering Departlady-bugs wear step-ins.
ment. Two years later he was transferred to the New York Distriot on
-BEAT FURMANOutside Construction, and in 1917
was sent to Scheneetady as a memProf. Holmes—Sir Walter Raleigh ber of the Central Station Departthrew his coat in the mud.
ment. This position he held until
Rat Adams—I'll bet he didn't do " is recent appointment as engineer
it for nothing. &•;>-''
of the New York District.
Player

Position
DE
LT
LG
C
RC
RT
RE
HB
FB

.TiKrER

FOWLER'S CIGAR STORE

The following is a list of new
books recently added to the Clemson College Library:
Corllandts of Washington Square
-Fairbank.
The High Adventure—Farnol
Show Boat—Ferber.
Preface to a Life—Gale
Fratern ity—Galsworthy
• Angel—Heywiard.
The Happy Warrior—Hutchinson.
Sussex Gorse—Kaye-Smith
La Dame de Sainte Hermine—
King.
Arsene Lupin—Leblanc
Anthony Dare—Marshall
Prairie—Muilenburg
God of Might—Tobenkin
Page Mr. Tutt—^Train.
The Apple of the Eye—Westcott
Non-fiction
Social psychology—Allport
American Institute of Architects
The significance of the fine arts. ,
The Men Whip Make Our Novels
—Baldwin
;
More Twice^Bo'rn Men—Begbie
You Can't Win—Bllack.
Jefferson and Hamilton—Bowers
Portraits: Real and Imaginary—
Boyd. ,'
Our Forerunners—Burkitt
The Gentle Reader—Crothers
The Story of Philosophy—Durant
Education and Vocations—Eaton.
Index to Short Stories—Firkins
An Outline of Christianity—5
volumes.
A Single Six-Year Term for President—Phelps
Representative American Plays—Quinn
Americans—Sherman
With
Lawrence
in
Arabia—
Thomas.
Reading, an essay—Walpole.

EXGHANGE
L. M. HEARD
Haverford is giving its year-old
unlimited cut system for upperclassmen another 'trial, despite strong
faculty opposition. Success for the
plan is predicted by Dean Frederic
Palmer who believes that an increasing sense of responsibility among the
students will gradually overcome the
evils of excess absence. Wholesale
cutting of a class by a majority of
the students enrolled and individual
cutting of one particular class by
particular students are the two
points about w.h'ioh faculty protest
centered. Little or no ill effect on
grades was noted during the first
year under the plan, said Dean Palmer, who added, "personally, I'd
hate to go back to the old system."
At the University of North Carolina the faculty has given evidence
of its faith an the students by continuing the unlimited cut system
instituted last year. The reform
was advocated by Dean Addison Hibbard of the College of Liberal Arts
who wished to emphasize the secondary importance of class attendance
as opposed to accomplishment. His
point evidently was well-taken by
the students, the Tar Heel pointing
to the .grades for the experimental
spring quarter as on a par with those
of previous periods, and in eom«
cases higher.

WJSDNgDA S. NOVEMBS R ,;2.3i.< 19 27
Col. Cole to Newboy who passed . Lon Chaney and Rene Adore
by without saluting.
"Hey" there,
boy, how long have you been going with Gertrude Olmstead and
to Clemson?"
Ralph Forbes stars in "Mr.
' "Oh, about two weeks, how long
Wu".
~ ,
.
you been going?"
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STAGES VOLLEY BALL
TOURNEY FOR RATS
H. Co. VaCTORS
In a hard fought
tournament
made intensely interesting by the
keen rivalry and colored by the
beautiful team work of many teams,
the H Company "New Boys" conquered every opponent, and thus
won for themselves the title of Rat
champions at Clemson. The Y. M.
C. A. promotors of the tournament,
will give to each freshman of H
company a free ticket to a picture
show.
Following the rat tournament will
be a Company tournament in which
all members of the Co. will be eligible to participate. The first game
of this series will be played on Monday, Nov. 28th. The Co. team winning this tournament will also win
for eaoh member of the Co. a free
ticket to the picture show.
It has long since been recognized
that the health of the body is essential to the health of the central
nervous system. Volley ball not only
makes for 'health, but it also develops the valuable habits of alertness, fair play, team work, unselfishness, and sacrifice. We should
take advantage of every opportunity
to learn games while in college in
order that the valuable habit of
playing, which makes for adequate
physical exercise, might be carried
over after graduation.
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Where dependability is vital
IN connection with a new pumping station at Milwaukee,
Wisconsin, additional feeder mains were required. It was
necessary that one of these should carry an unusually larg»
proportion of the water supply, and 54-inch pipe was decided
upon. Although pipe of material other than cast iron had a
lower first cost, Cast Iron Pipe was chosen because the possibility of interruption to service had to be reduced to a minimum.
The photograph above shows a section of pipe being lowered
Into the ditch in the process of laying it.
rHE CAST IRON PIPE PUBLICITY BUREAU, Peopl« Gai Bldg., Chkags

CAST IRON PIPE
('THE BELL 6-SPIGOT JOINTv

Our new booklet, "Planning a Waterworks System," which covers the
problem of water for the
small town, will be sent
on request

THE ACCEPTED STANDARD FOR
^UNDERGROUND COMSTHUCTIOH

Send for booklet, "Cast
Iron Pipe for Industrial
Service," showinginteresting installations to meat
special problems

THE
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N. Y. U. COACH ORDERS
HATS ON, TO SQUAD
Chick BCeehan, Coach of the N. \'.
V. Football Squad, Finds the Fad
Responsible for the Many Colds
That Have Interrupted Training,
And issues Order "Keep Your
Hats On!"
Not a single hatless sheik is to
be found among the forty men comprising the current season's football
squad of the New York University,
the team that is battling its way to
the highest honors among the football teams of the east. An ironclad rule—"Keep your hat 'on!"—
has been issued by Chick Meehan,
who as coach for the N. Y. U. men,
has been largely responsible for the
remarkable football history made by
that organization.
Chick has met and overcome all
sorts of baffling conditions in his
trying work as coach, first for the
Syracuse eleven,, and in the past
three years, for N. Y. U. But this
year there developed something new
to his experience.
In mid-season,
with his men in the best condition,
members of the squad began reporting sick.
Several minor colds—a
most unusual ailment among men
at the peak of physical fitness—
handicapped the work of training.
Then Frank Briante, who to date
holds the yardage record of all
pastern teams, had to take to his
bed. Next day little Dud Hormell,
track champ, and speediest of halfbacks, turned up with a cold.
A good coach has to be doctor,
lawyer, detective, father,
mother
and executioner, so Chick looked
into it. What he located has nothing wrong with the course of training, but rather something new in
conduct outside of training hours.
Some of the men, having observed
college youngsters flirting with the
fad of appearing on the street with
nothing on the head hut a. slick
•hair-comb, had thoughtlessly dons
likewise.
The result, of
course,
was an epidemic of coughs and
sneezes.
At the next football meeting the
bomb, was exploded.
Said Chick,

"Any sane and adult person, who
wants to keep his health, ought to
know enough to wear a hat out of
doors. If these other lads want to
plaster themselves with hear'sgrease
and look like comic-strip sheiks, we
can't stop them. But you can't do
it and stay on this team!"
Now, at the door of training
quarters, as the men go out, burly
Charles Porter, and his diminutive
assitant, John Williams, are stationed to keep a fishy eye on the
heads of those who pass. Any man
without a hat "catches hell."
Charlie Porter, who also has a
national reputation
for
keeping
football aspirants in perfect shape,
elaborated on Chick Meehan's remarks. "It's not that Chick is a
crank on the subject," said Porter,
"It's simply common medical knowledge that a man who sipends his
time partly indoors and partly out,
needs some sort of head covering,
when he gets into the open. The
head under its layer of hair is kept
sensitive to chianges of temperature
The head perspires very quickly in
an ordinary room. You don't notice
it because the hair absorbs the perspiration.
But when you get out
into the colder air, the scalp is
chilled by the cold, and speedy evaporation chills it still more. The
surface blood-vessels contract, and
the blood is congested in the deeper parts—and soon there is trouble
in the nose, throat and bronchial
tubes. The results are colds, icatarrhal conditions and sometimes pneumonia."
In playing the tide game with
Colgate, one of the most formidable
teams in the east, in the contest on
October 29th, N. Y. U. is well on its
way to .attain the unbeaten record
that was missed last year in the
5nal game against Nebraska.
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of the hardest in the South. Georgia
had three men to finish first; the
third man was closely followed by
Manor and Andrews of Clemson.
The outstanding runner was Young
of Georgia, who ran the five mile
course in 2G minutes and 38 seFord Strip—In Running Order.
conds. This time breaks the Southern Conference record for this course
Everything Complete
The University has a fine team
and it is expected to be a close
STEPHENS SHOP
runner for the honors in the South- ♦To
ern Conference Meet.
OTIS NIX, Proprietor
The next meet for the Tigers will
be against the Furman team in
Greenville Thanksgiving Day. The <♦♦>♦<*^♦♦^M^<M$M£^^
run is expected to he .made between
the halves of the Clemson-Furman
Football game.
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Rat George—Sleepy Caughman is
always fortunate at burnming rides."
Corley—"He ought to be.
His
face would stop a train."
BtAT FURMAN

COMING

LON CHANEY
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THE ELITE CONFECTIONERY AND
TEA ROOM
121 East Main Street
Spartanburg, S. C.
CANDIES, SODAS, ICE CREAM, LUNCHES, CIGARS

YOUR PARONAGE IS APPRECIATED

A.

X
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AND RENE ADORE
IN
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"MR. WU"

Sinclair Gas and Oils — Quaker State Oils
Goodrich Silvertown Tires and Tubes
We call for and Deliver for Washing Cars

Don't fail to see LON CHANEY depicted in his greatest
of roles yet, that of a Chinese
Mandorin.

SMITH'S SERVICE STATION

TUESDAY, NoV. 29
Benefit "The Tiger"

-BEAT FURMAN-

GROSS COUNTRY TEAM
OEFEATED BY GEORGIA

Day Phone 34-Y

Night Phone 83-J
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WEDDING

Clemson's Cross
Country
men
"•e"e noised out last Saturday in
Athens by the Uni. of Georgia Harr.ei'o toy a score of 19 to 30. The
race was as thrilling as cross country races go.
Georgia's five mile course is one

GIFTS

CLEANING AND PRESSIN

SAMORRTfBBLECO
A Store for Everybody
Phone 521—140 N. Main

Anderson, - -

3

Cliff Crawford

S. C.
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AND FRIENDS BIRTHDAY PRESENTS. SHOW THEM THAT
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L. C. Martin Drug Co., Inc.

GET YOUR FRIENDS' WEDDING GIFTS, YOUR PARENTS'
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The Smith Brothers start out for vengeance
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-GIVE A GIFT--
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Open on Sunday from 8 'till church time—from 4 to 6 P. M.
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Come in and See the New Tiger Stationery
Absolutely the Latest and Snappiest of the Season
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FROSH WIN STATE TITLE

SPORTS

SPORTS

sPo
M. M.

CAMPELL

ONE CHAMPIONSHIP so far under the new regime. Look
at that thru your rose-colored glasses. Our Frosh are the undisputed champs of South Carolina. Coach Carson molded
one of the best first year teams that ever romped on a Palmetto
greensward. Justus, Sowell, Mulherin, Priester, Alexander,
Byrd, Gibson, Mann, Fleming, Searson, Solomon, Dyess, Speth,
and Long are a few of the luminaries that helped defeat the
best that the State colleges could offer. A good number of the
above mentioned boys are sure to break into the' varsity lineup next year.
Taken as a whole the team was not up. to last year's Rats,
is the opinion of one person. This year's backfield is the best
part of the machine. The line as a whole was not the best
in the world but some outstanding linemen were uncovered.
Every man on the Rat team deserves credit and congratulations
from the corps.
Prospects look fine for next year and a few more years to
come. They have, never played in a game for Clemson and
lost; let us hope they can boast of the same thing when they
are varsity players.
WELL IT'S HERE! And how? That long waited for day
is tomorrow, Turkey Day. Never has the old Tiger spirit
seemed more enthusiastic. Never have the Tigers been more
determined to do anything they can to beat Furman.
And
from all indications you can chalk up a big victory for Clemson. Tomorrow will find a far different Beast battling the
Hurricane. The last three years a Tiger has fought the Baptists to hold them to a low score, but this year the Tiger is
go-ng over to win and make the Paladins do the holding.
-BEAT FURMAN-

THE SNAKE DANCE will start ing and sm ashing opponents plays.
immediately after the game from His presence in the Furman game is (
the Ottoray Hotel and will proceed I*™ £ »c^ paired because of his
down the "main drag" of the "Tex-, nIUCb.'°
and beoause ln that
tile Center." We can park the goal Play *
^^ bearing on bis
game
, , ..
posts in some secluded spot until keeping this coveted berth
we are ready to board a rattler for
Should Furman win the game with
the return trip.
By the way the Citadel, the Thanksgiving encounter
return trip promises to be on of should be a most colorful .battle,
the most hilarious and rousing rides for both Clemson and Furman will
ever allowed
on Mr.
Southerns enter the contest with ;an unblemishtrains. There is not but one way ed slate. In the meantime, the Tito get that game and that is to yell gers will be preparing for Furman
IT IS true that Camel is the quality cigamodern smokers a new realization of exand pull with the team in concen- for the next week.
rette,
but
it
costs
to
make
it
so.
To
make
cellence.
They are particular and fastidious
trated spirit.
Again we pass this
On the basis of showings othei
to the world BEAT FURMAN!
Camel
the
favorite
that
it
is
costs
the
and they place Camel first.
'than in the Georgia game, Furman
BEAT FURMAN
..'seems to have the advantage, if
choicest
crops
of
Turkish
and
Domestic
THIS GAME WILL mark
Your taste will delight itself in these
scores are to be considered the basis
passing of some of the fightingest of judgment.
The Hurricane detobaccos
grown.
It
requires
the
expense
of
choice
tobaccos. Camels get better the more
Tigers ever to don the purple and feated N. C. State 20 to 0 on Manly
gold spangles. "Bud" Eskew, Walt Field early in the season, while the
a blending that leaves nothing vmdone in the of them you smoke. Their subtle tastes are
Martin, Joe Robinson, "Chub" Har- Tigers, playing in a pouring rain at
liberation of tobacco taste and fragrance. unfolded by experience. They are always
vey,
"Geech" McConnell,
"Pap" Raleigh, lost to the AVolfpack by a
Timmerman, Happy
Cuttino and junt of 18 to 6, to suffer their
But the fame that Camel has won is delightfully smooth.
Harlan Pressley will play their last | co
es
game for Clemson. These men will only leverse oi ui«
TlnPT1 „
few
worth all the trouble. It has brought
"Have a Camel!"
be hard to replace next year, but! the loss to Georgi^ Then a few
we are going to let next year take weeks ago Furman beat Oglethorpe
R. J
REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY, WIN ST ON-S A LEM, N
care of Itself at present. We hope | 19 to 0, the latter having lost by the
•
that their last game will be the same score to the Citadel two week,
best they have ever played in their earlier. Clemson in turn played a
©1927
brilliant game and took the Cadets
lives.
count 13 to 0, all of which makes
-BEAT FURMANAT THE TERMINATION OF the "dope" that Clemson is—but look at
present season intramural football the Gamecocks- Furman beat Caro- great ovation as Pete retires from
will start. Battalion football is ex- lina exactly 14 points more than the the field. Second down and 12 to
HOLLINGSWORTH'S AND
pected to draw the enthusiasm of Cody men did. But, of course, com- go. Little Joe takes the ball and
every cadet and we hope that every parative scores have come to mean drives over Mutt Gee for 8 yards.
CANDIES
member of the Corps will find time precisely nothing. Furman has not A pass, Ed Freeman to Slim Lee
Fats
been scored on by a State team this is intercepted by Shanklin.
to participate.
The
season, nor by any team on Manly bail on their 20 yard line.
BEAT FURMAN
Fats
are
penalized
5
yards
for
deField,
but
the
predictions
are
that
THE CROSS COUNTRY team will
Red Carpenter
meet the Furman harriers in their this will not be true when night laying the game.
customary annual meet on Thurs- falls on Turkey Day. A close game was explaining the game to Josh
day. The five mile jaunt Will finish will be played when Clemson and Cody. Fats ball on their 20 yard
Special Packages 1 Pound Granger Tobacco
on Manly Field between the halves. Furman settles their annual feud line. Monk Godfrey catches a pass
South from Dave Henry that nets them
If memory serves us right Clemson with the championship of
has never lost a meet to Furman Carolina as a stake and furnish 40 yards but since he caught it on
All Kinds of College Stationery
the second bounce Oberg rules that
and Captain Maner says that he their seasons to-morrow week.
only
half
this
distance
will
be
countdoesn't expect to lose this one. The
-BEAT FURMANed.
Capt. Harcombe gets to the
cross Country team has had a rather ATHLETIC FACULTY MEMBERS
line of scrimmage wheer he is stopsuccessful season this year.
STAGE PRE-THANKSGIVING GAME ped by Will R. Clarke. Sam Earle
BEAT FURMAN
(Continued from page 1)
"BUD" ESKEW IS still
being Sams and Slim Lee must sit down starts around left end and then
given ja serious consideration for a in the future to catch passes in tears down the field for 2 yards,
place on the All Star team this is order that the difference in heights where he fumbles and Slim Rhodes
— VISIT —
The half ends as Crip
to journey to San Francisco to play might be more equal. Little Joe recovers.
a simillar All-Western team for in- follows Dickie's interference and Dargan sidesteps through the entersectional honors. All South Caro- crashes over Josh Cody and Big tire team and crosses the 5 yard
line.
lina is rearing for "Bud" to go and Ben Goodale for 15 yards.
Major
During the half Willie
Klugh
our belief is that their rearing will Martin fumbles on an off tackle
climbed the persimmon tree and
be realized.
play.
Prep Bradley recovers and shook down persimmons
for the
WHEN IN GREENVILLE
BEAT FURMAN
races 7 2 yards in the wrong direc- Leans while Big Ben Goodale served
ChEMSOS AND FURMAN
tion and is tackled behind his own
TO MEET THURSDAY goal by Rastus Johnstone. Due to milk to the Fats from one of the
north bound Holsteins.
218 North Main Street
(Continued from page 1)
Prep's absentmindedness the score
the center of the Tiger line, who now stands, Leans 2 Fats 0. QuarThird Quarter
was removed from the game late ter ends.
Crip Dargan kicks off to Dave
in the first half with a badly inSecond Quarter
Henry who is downed on the 30
jured hand.
It is hoped that ha
Sam Earle punts 10 yards, the yard line by Dargan himself. Capt.
will be able to play in the Furman ball striking Will Rogers Clarke Harcombe makes 1-2 yard over and kicks a field goal by accident. ringing her bell. They thought it
was the dinner bell and the game
game, but his injury is not of suoh who apologizes to Sam for being in Willie Klugh.
Second down and After 'a heated discussion between
a nature that it will heal quickly. the way. Leans ball on the 30 yard 9 1-2 to go. Red Carpenter steps the officials finally decided that the ends.
Final Score, Leans 2 Fats 1 1-2.
Pressly has virtually clinched the line. Pete Wilson smashes Shank- back to take the ball on the next
pivot position on the all-State mythi- lin at guard for a 2 yard loss, Mutt play.. The center snaps the ball and field goal would not count but half
Don't miss Chaney's greatest
cal eleven in view of his splendid Gee making the tackle . Time out Red mlsBes It. Slim Rhodes grabs and this half would go to the >"ats.
starring vehicle,—Tuesday, the
playing in helping the Tiger team Wilson. E'd Freeman is substituted up the ball and starts running The players made a mad rush for
win previous games, and in smear- for Pete. The onlooking cows give down the field. He drops the ball home as a cow oame around the hill 29th
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